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Venezuela has reached another crossroads. Interim President Juan Guaido recently
presented a proposal to the Venezuelan people for renewed negotiations with the Maduro
regime to reach the evasive goal of free and fair elections in a country undergoing the worst
humanitarian crisis in the Western Hemisphere.[i] Nicolás Maduro responded by demanding
three pre-conditions to any negotiations: 1) lifting of all sanctions; 2) recognizing the
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Regime as a legitimate power; and 3) access to seized and frozen funds abroad.[ii]
Many Venezuelans, both in the country and abroad, remain skeptical of further dialogue and
negotiations with the Maduro regime. In the past, the Regime has repeatedly used
negotiations as a stalling tactic, further dividing the political opposition and distracting the
international community.
In May 2019, the Oslo/Barbados negotiation began, mediated by the Norwegian Foreign
Ministry. A few months later, Guaido announced that the talks failed, and the Maduro
regime walked away.[iii] Since then, the Venezuelan opposition has lost control of the
National Assembly and some support from the international community. Several European
States no longer recognize Guaido (nor Maduro) as the country’s legitimate head of state.[iv]
Meanwhile, the return to power of the Movement Toward Socialism (MAS) in Bolivia and the
Fernandez government in Argentina have allowed the Maduro regime to recover lost
regional allies.
The question then is not whether a negotiation should take place—it should—but at what
cost and under what conditions? More importantly, how do negotiations play into a larger
strategy of strategic deception by the Maduro regime? And what is the analytical construct
of such a strategy that allows the Maduro regime to dangle the empty prospect of “free and
fair” elections in Venezuela? The analysis begins with a detailed understanding of how the
Maduro regime perpetuates a vicious cycle of negotiations that lead to sham elections.
THE VICIOUS CYCLE OF SHAM ELECTIONS
For the last two decades, the Chavista government has perfected its ability to use high
levels of disinformation, intelligence and counterintelligence, and strategic influence
operations to consistently deceive the international community about its intentions to
negotiate with the political opposition. This has allowed analysts to understand a cyclical
pattern and multi-step process to the Maduro regime’s current strategic deception. Each
step must be analyzed in the full context of the ‘vicious cycle’ to understand how and why
history repeats itself with failed negotiations in Venezuela.
The cycle begins with the false promise of free elections, followed by new rules imposed by
the Maduro regime.[v] An angered opposition then calls for protests,[vi] and then the Regime
does what it does best, violent repression.[vii] This leads to more dialogue and negotiations[viii]
and the ‘vicious cycle’ closes the loop by holding, once again, sham elections in Venezuela.[ix]
Essentially, the Maduro regime systematically steers the opposition into a false sense of
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confidence that results in social and political unrest once the negotiation process breaks
down. The Bolivarian Revolution has been playing this infinite game of sham elections and
dialogue and negotiations in Venezuela for twenty-two years.
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The last full ‘vicious cycle’ of sham elections in Venezuela began in 2015, with the National
Assembly elections. After months of campaigning, the Venezuelan opposition recovered the
two-thirds majority needed in the legislature to work toward an eventual electoral reform.[x]
The response from the Maduro regime was to use the outgoing legislators to stack the
Supreme Court with loyalists.[xi] Then erect a parallel legislative structure called the
Constituent Assembly, made up entirely of the Regime’s supporters.[xii]
In essence, the Maduro regime laid a trap for the Venezuelan opposition, amped by the false
sense of confidence after the electoral victory in the 2015 legislative elections. Once
realizing they were duped, Venezuelan opposition members organized massive protests in
2017 that resulted in brutal repression and human rights violations by the Maduro regime,
killing an estimated 157 people and arresting more than 5,300.[xiii] The international
community, mostly unaware of the Regime’s manipulations, called for more dialogue to stop
the repression, leading to the negotiations in the Dominican Republic sponsored by Spanish
Prime Minister Jose Luis Rodríguez Zapatero which failed in February 2018.[xiv]
But the failed Dominican Republic negotiations paved the way for the Maduro regime to
hold another sham election with, once again, new rules that violate the constitutional role of
the electoral authorities. This was the 2018 presidential election,[xv] which the Venezuelan
opposition did not recognize.[xvi] The ‘vicious cycle’ completed with the 2020 National
Assembly sham elections, where the Maduro regime regained an overwhelming legislative
majority. Not surprisingly, the Regime then dissolved the Constituent Assembly because it
served its purpose of gas-lighting the Venezuelan opposition.[xvii]
Now, Nicolás Maduro remains president until 2024, with more than 90 percent of the
National Assembly made up of deputies within the Regime’s control or influence.[xviii]
Meanwhile, the Venezuelan opposition is increasingly fractured and divided, with
significantly less popular support than when the cycle began in 2015. It seems, however,
that the hard lessons of the ‘vicious cycle’ are not learned, as a “new” cycle is set to repeat
this November 2021 with the upcoming gubernatorial elections in Venezuela.
DECODING VENEZUELA’S THREAT NETWORK
While the Venezuelan opposition and many international observers are distracted by the
‘vicious cycle’ of sham elections, the Maduro regime ramps up its threat network. The
Regime’s primary focus is not negotiations nor elections, but rather consolidating a complex
adaptive threat network in Venezuela that projects asymmetric power abroad.[xix]
The Venezuelan threat network is comprised of “adaptive agents,” which are individuals and
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entities capable of interacting with each other in dynamic, often nonlinear, ways.
The most important aspect of these adaptive agents is that they operate autonomously in
both illicit activities and legitimate business, without a command-and-control structure, but
coherently enough to recognize that their survival is connected to the survival of the
Maduro regime. The mutual dependency supersedes any ideological or cultural differences
and allows for a balance between autonomy and purpose. This is the essence of the
Venezuelan threat network, which is decentralized and distributed horizontally throughout
society. It is one of the main reasons the Maduro regime persists in power despite
international pressure.
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Threat convergence depends on robust logistical networks that expand the scope and reach
of various illicit actors without the need for a vertical command and control structure.[xx]
This logistical network is powered by illicit economies, such as trafficking, laundering,
smuggling, counterfeiting, etc., that are growing in both size and importance in Venezuela.
Illicit economies are capturing more territory in Venezuela, but rather than weaken the
Maduro regime, it hardens and expands the threat network. It provides more tools and
opportunities to co-opt parts of the Venezuelan private sector and civil society while
providing plausible deniability for the Maduro regime. The threat network blends illicit
activities with legitimate businesses and NGOs that are engaged in key sectors and
industries, such as energy, gold, transportation, communications, and humanitarian aid.
According to Ecoanalítica, a Venezuelan corporate finance consultant, more than $6 billion
in U.S. currency is circulating within Venezuela, linked to three illicit economies: gold
smuggling, oil smuggling, and drug trafficking.[xxi] With the world’s highest inflation rate,
Venezuelan businessmen have taken advantage of the much-needed cash flow in the illicit
economies to create new U.S. dollar-only shops known as “bodegones,” providing many
toiletries, food items, and other imports that became impossible to find during Venezuela’s
economic implosion.[xxii] The otherwise neutral businesses and NGOs in Venezuela are
coopted by the Maduro regime to build out political, economic, social, and communication
apparatus that give the Regime a safety valve in the face of international pressure,
particularly sanctions. They become adaptive agents in Venezuela’s threat network.
Some of these adaptive agents function as intermediaries between legitimate business, illicit
actors, and the Maduro regime. A prominent Venezuelan business or NGO can appear
legitimate to the untrained eye, but, beneath the surface, be subverted or coopted by the
Maduro regime to expand its threat network.
Such is the case with Globovisión, a 24-hour television news network that was once
considered the gold standard for Venezuelan media. In 2013, Globovisión was sold to
three businessmen who changed the editorial line to be less critical of the Regime.[xxiv] One
of the new owners, Raúl Gorrín, operated for years within the shadows of the Maduro
regime and the Venezuelan opposition until August 2018 when the U.S. Justice Department
charged Gorrín with money laundering and violating the foreign corrupt practices act.[xxv]
Charges that were expanded the following year, in November 2019, when U.S. Immigration
and Customs Enforcement (ICE) added Gorrín to its Most Wanted List and the Treasury
Department slapped sanctions on him, as well as the television network Globovisión, for
being part of “a significant plot of corruption” through the use of the foreign currency
exchange system of Venezuela.[xxvii] Today, Raúl Gorrín is generally known to be radioactive
[xxiii]

[xxvi]
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by the international community, however, still operates within a gray zone of business,
media, and Regime activities.
The Globovisión case is just one of many in Venezuela where seemingly innocuous and
legitimate business entities and NGOs turn out to be coopted by the Maduro regime to serve
as adaptive agents in its overarching threat network.
The threat network is what complicates any negotiation process with the Maduro regime.
The sheer size of the illicit economies in Venezuela has created conditions where far too
many Venezuelan businessmen and others are complacent with corruption and neutral to
the Maduro regime’s deceptive strategies, because, despite its opposition to the Regime, it
needs to survive. And the Maduro regime has used its complex, adaptive threat network to
establish antibodies to any pressure mechanism critical to a successful negotiation.
A lesson from Syria, a country with a similar humanitarian crisis and a strong ally of the
Maduro regime, is that negotiations can result in a brutal authoritarian regime legitimizing
itself through sham elections. On May 26, 2021, after a decade of civil war, Bashar Al-Assad
“won” a fourth presidential term with more than 95 percent of the vote.[xxviii] The United
Nations-led peace process and dialogue with the Syrian Regime tried to call for
international electoral supervision but in effect only paved the way for Assad to legitimatize
another sham election.
WHAT CAN BE DONE?
There is no silver bullet to collapse the Maduro regime. The most critical lesson from the
last two years of the Trump administration’s maximum pressure strategy is that the Maduro
regime survives because of its transnational and transregional threat network, which
provides the Regime the oxygen it needs to withstand robust international pressure.
Going “all in” with negotiations without a proper diagnosis of both the Maduro regime’s
strategic deception strategy and its threat network will lead to a zero-sum game where the
Regime has all the leverage and control. Incorporating civil society, the military, or other
non-traditional actors into the negotiations will likely result in the Maduro regime finding
additional levers to steer negotiations in its preferred direction. But most importantly, after
twenty-two years, the experience and tools are there to understand how the Chavista regime
uses negotiations and sham elections to legitimize itself within the international community.
There is no quick solution to the crisis in Venezuela but identifying what not to do can be
more valuable than doing more of the same. Without negotiations as a viable near-term
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solution, it may seem that the Venezuela cause is lost. Yet, if we appreciate the complexity
of Venezuela’s threat network and understand the Maduro regime’s regional strategy, then
another option persists.
The most immediate course of action is to dismantle the threat network outside of
Venezuela.
More than coronavirus vaccines or humanitarian aid, the Venezuelan people have been
pleading with the international community to help them dislodge a totalitarian regime. But
it’s not until many failed attempts by Venezuelans to topple the Maduro regime from within,
that it becomes clear that the path toward a new Venezuela rests in taking away the
Regime’s options in its near abroad.
It begins with going back to the drawing board and working with regional governments and
civil society in Latin America and the Caribbean to locate, identify, and neutralize the
adaptive agents of the Venezuelan threat network that exist in their countries. By
dismantling Venezuela’s complex, adaptive threat network abroad, you take away leverage
and options from the Maduro regime. But more importantly, you make a more effective
negotiation process more viable in the future.
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